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Some Experimental Studies on the
Performance of a Rigid Wing Land
Yacht Model in Comparison with VPP
M. Khayyat1; and M. Rad1
Abstract. It is important to understand the ow characteristics and performance of wings for
designers who want to have an ecient thrust in a land yacht. In this paper, a comparison of aerodynamic
forces obtained by testing the land yacht model in a wind tunnel and by the Velocity Prediction Program
(VPP) is presented. The wind tunnel testing of a land yacht is an e ective design tool, but at present
it is mainly used for VPP validation, which allows for a faster and more ecient design process. The
rigid wing land yacht model, which is a radio controlled model, is tested in the national open jet wind
tunnel of the Malek Ashtar University of Technology in Iran. The wing data, which is obtained from the
wind tunnel, is used in the VPP as input data and then the parasitic drag and aerodynamic forces that
are measured in the wind tunnel are compared to those in the VPP. Comparison of the results shows a
reasonably good agreement between experimental data and VPP data. So the latter can be used as an
e ective tool in the design of a land yacht.
Keywords: Land yacht; Wind tunnel; Aerodynamic; Wing.

INTRODUCTION
In the early 1970s researchers at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) were funded to produce
a methodology that would predict the speed of a sailing
yacht, given knowledge of its hull, rig and sail plan geometry [1]. Thus, the H. Irving Pratt project produced
the rst Velocity Prediction Program (VPP). In 1976,
the O shore Committee of the U.S. Sailing adopted
this computer program as the basis of a Measurement
Handicapping System (MHS) to facilitate the equitable
handicapping of driver type boats. Finally, in November 1985, the International Measurement System (IMS)
became the only internationally administered handicap
rule [1,2]. From IMS roots, several sophisticated VPP
programs have been developed and these o er not only
enhanced usability but also more comprehensive force
models together with the ability to accept force data
from experimental results. But, all of these VPP
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programs are for sailing yachts and there is no accurate
VPP program for rigid wing land yachts. However,
a large number of designers and researchers maintain
their own `in house' performance prediction software,
without much con dence [3].
Velocity Prediction Programs (VPPs) in land
yachts predict the performance of a land yacht by
balancing the aerodynamic forces and moments so that
the vehicle is in equilibrium. The aerodynamic force
and moment coecients used by a VPP are determined in a number of ways using theoretical models,
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or experimental
methods. Obtaining lift and drag coecients from a
wind tunnel is complicated and expensive, but it is
accurate. In this research, we have used the latter.
The wing tuning, i.e. the direction of a wing, should be
altered to meet oncoming wind at appropriate angles
to push a land yacht towards a destination with the
best eciency. Normally, this tuning is performed by
land yacht drivers, but designers should also make the
wings produce a good performance at the design stage.
In order to design an ecient wing system, the designer
is forced to have information about the essential characteristics of a wing system. This paper presents the
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velocity prediction program and experimental results
for the aerodynamic forces acting on the wing and
the body of the land yacht. The VPP that is used
in the present study is developed based on the static
and dynamic characteristics of a land yacht [3,4]. It
is the merit of a VPP application that it can provide
not only global quantities like wing forces and moments
but also detailed ow information useful for the design
of a wing system. It is believed that VPP is a coste ective tool for the performance prediction of a land
yacht. Wind tunnel model tests are also carried out
to measure the lift and drag of the wing system and
the parasitic drag of the land yacht. Finally, VPP
calculations are compared with experimental results to
validate and explore the lift and drag changes due to
various wing conditions. It should be noted that there
are no similar studies for rigid wing or cloth sail land
yachts.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
A radio controlled rigid wing land yacht model is used
in the present study. This model is composed of two
main sections: wing and body. The idea of a hard sail is
a fairly new one and is still being re ned. A NACA0012
airfoil is used for the hard sail. A balsa and basswood
wing skeleton is used. The wooden skeleton is then
covered with berglass.
The body has a conical form with the forward
portion being like a half circle. A NACA0012 airfoil is
also used for the rear axle of the land yacht. The angle
of attack of the rear axle, with respect to true wind, is
negative in order to produce a downward force, which
increases the stability of the land yacht.
This land yacht is a radio controlled model that
uses two electrical engines for the wing and the steering
mechanism. These two electrical engines are controlled
with a four channel radio controller. The servo motor
of the wing is designed to help control the wing during
wind shifts. Table 1 shows the technical speci cations
of the rigid wing land yacht model.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the land yacht.
Land yacht weight
Vertical wing span
Vertical wing chord line
Wing stall angle
Front wheel diameter
Rear wheel diameter
Track
Wheel base
Rear axle wing chord line
Rear axle thickness
Vehicle fuselage drag coecient
Coecient of friction
between wheels and road
Drag coecient of rolling
wheel, per wheel (BW )

12.5 kg
1.2 m
0.5 m
12

0.1 m
0.2 m
1.1 m
1.375 m
0.1 m
0.012 m
0.473
0.75
0.0136 kg/(rev/sec)

yacht is based on simple equations and experimental lift
and drag coecients. In the present study, we consider
the motion of the land yacht, downwind and upwind,
to keep the ow attached on the wing.
To understand how the VPP calculates aerodynamic forces and speed, one must understand what
makes a land yacht go. The wind velocity triangle
shown in Figure 1 consists of true wind (VT ) the wind
caused by the land yacht speed (VL ) and the vector
sum of the two or apparent wind (VA ). It is obvious
that the wind velocity under which the wing operates
is greater than the true wind speed.
The wing of the land yacht generates lift (FL ) and
drag (FD ) from the apparent wind. The component of

METHOD OF CALCULATION
The Velocity Prediction Program (VPP) has a twopart structure comprised of the land yacht model and
the solution algorithm. The land yacht model is often
thought of as a black box in which the land yacht speed
is the input. The output is the di erence between the
aerodynamic drive force and the drag. It is then the
job of the solution algorithm to nd the drive forcedrag equilibrium and to optimize the wing controls
to produce the maximum speed at each true wind
angle. There are two sets of parameters required to
make a prediction: land yacht parameters and wing
parameters. The aerodynamic simulation of the land

Figure 1. Aerodynamic force components.
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the resulting aerodynamic force (FA ) in the direction
of travel of the land yacht, is the drive force (FT ).
This can be measured in the wind tunnel. The
resultant aerodynamic force has a large component
perpendicular to the direction of travel. This side force
(FS ) must be resisted by the land yacht's wheel. When
the wheels generate this equal and opposite side force
(RS ) a drag force is also produced (RD ). When the
thrust or drive force is equal to drag, the vehicle is in
equilibrium and the maximum steady state speed has
been reached. The equations of motion of the land
yacht can be written as:


cos( + )
sin( + )



sin( + ) FL
cos( + ) FD

 







RS
mx :
RD = my (1)

Here, x and y are the land yacht accelerations, respectively, in x and y directions, and RD is the total drag
force which is calculated by:
RD = FDB + FDA + FDW ;

(2)

where:
FDB = Drag force of body,
FDA = Drag force of rear axle,
FDW = Drag force of wheels.
The drag force of the body is calculated by:
1
(3)
FDB = air VF2 CDB AP B ;
2
where AP B is the total frontal fuselage projected area;
CDB is the vehicle fuselage drag coecient and VF
is the apparent wind speed component in the travel
direction of the land yacht that is calculated by:
VF = VA  cos :

(4)

The drag force of the rear axle can be written as:
1
FDA = air VF2 CDA AP A ;
(5)
2
where AP A is the linear approximation to adjust the
e ective rear axle wing area based on angle of attack,
and CDA is the drag coecient of rear axle wing. The
drag force of the wheels can be expressed by:
FDW = BW (RP SF W + 2RP SRW );

(6)

where BW is the drag coecient of a rolling wheel and
RP SF W and RP SRW are, respectively, calculated by:
RP SF W =

VL
;
DF

(7)

RP SRW =

VL
;
DR

(8)

where DF is the front wheel diameter, and DR is the
rear wheel diameter.
The total available sideways friction force (RS ) is
calculated by:
RS =   FDown =   (W + FLA ):

(9)

In Equation 9,  is the coecient of friction between
the wheels and the road, W is the land yacht weight
and FLA is the lift force of the rear axle, which can be
written as:
1
FLA = air VF2 CLA AP A ;
(10)
2
where CLA is the lift coecient of rear axle wing.
The lift and drag forces, which are calculated
by Equations 11 and 12, are functions of Reynolds
number, wing angle of attack, camber and Mach
number which are typically determined by the wind
tunnel:
1
FL = air VA2 CL AW ;
2

(11)

1
FD = air VA2 CD AW ;
(12)
2
where AW is the wing area.
When x = 0 and y = 0, the land yacht
is in equilibrium and its maximum steady state
speed has been reached. From the VPP [4], the
forces and velocity can be solved for simultaneous
equations or an iterative process involving guessing
the land yacht speed until x and y are equal to
zero.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experiments are carried out in the national open
jet wind tunnel of Malek Ashtar University of Technology in Iran. This wind tunnel is a low speed tunnel
which operates in a Sub-Sonic regime. The air stream
in the open test section is free to expand, therefore,
the wake and solid-blockage e ect are very small [5].
The dimensions of the test section are 2:2 m high and
2:8 m wide and the wind tunnel speed is 100 m/s at a
maximum condition. A three-component force balance
is located under the wind tunnel stand, the dimensions
of which are 2 m 3 m, which is used to simulate the
ground e ects. The test specimen is attached to a rigid
rod and the rod is fastened into the load cells, which can
be turned to change the apparent wind angle so that
the forces are measured in a coordinate system aligned
with the centerline of the model and the horizontal
plane. A potentiometer in the load cell is used to
measure the angle of attack. Special software is used to
translate the voltage measurements made by the load
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cells into force units of kilograms. The calibration rod
and weight are used to determine the voltage associated
with a given force [6] and the calibration results are
shown in Table 2. Measurement of lift and drag is
carried out for wind speed 9 ms at various apparent
wind angles. The wind tunnel is also equipped with
a Pitot tube, which allows the downstream velocity to
be measured. The Pitot tube measures the pressure in
units of height of oil. The velocity is then measured
graphically [7].
The full size of a radio controlled rigid wing
land yacht, comprised of wing, body frame, rear axle
and wheels, is selected for the wind tunnel testing.
The model can be rotated about a xed axis at
its centerline. Wind tunnel tests are conducted in
three stages: body testing without the wing and wing
testing with the body and without the body at various
apparent wind angles between (0 150 ). At each
of the apparent wind angles, the wing doing an
(wing angle of attack) will sweep from 0 to 90 in
increments of 3 . An approximate logarithmic vertical
velocity pro le in the onset ow is achieved by placing
a trip board in the wind tunnel upstream of the test
section. The velocity change over the span of the sails
is about 5%. This pro le is used for all tests. The
reference ow velocity is about 9 m/s. The reference
height for de ning the apparent wind angle and velocity
is taken as the geometric centre of the wing area
height.

LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS
In the wind tunnel, the thrust force (FT ) and side force
(FS ) created by the wing are measured in a horizontal
plane, where the thrust force is parallel to the centerline
of the land yacht and the side force perpendicular to it.
The vertical force (FZ ) is positive upwards. FZ in body
xed coordinates is here referred to as the force acting
upon the wing. In this description, the wing bend
and de ection are ignored and the wing is assumed
to be aligned with the z -axis. The drag force (FD )
is de ned as the force in line with the onset ow, and
lift force (FL ) as being perpendicular to it. As shown

in Figure 1, the lift and drag can be obtained from FT
and FS by rotating the coordinate system through the
apparent wind angle with:




FL
FD =





sin( ) cos( )
cos( ) sin( )



FT :
FS

(13)

It is convenient to write forces in a non-dimensional
coecient form.
The total drag is the sum of the induced drag
and the viscous drag [8]. In a coecient form, it can
be written as:
CD = CDvis + CDi = CDvis +

CL2
:
 e AR

(14)

The induced drag, CDi , is ideally a function of the
lift coecient squared and depends on the aspect ratio
(AR) and e is Oswald's eciency factor. The viscous
drag coecient, CDvis , consists of the skin friction and
separation drag, which cannot easily be separated [8].
As mentioned before, a NACA0012 airfoil that is used
for the hard sail of a land yacht is our test specimen.
Figure 2 shows the characteristics of the wing that are
obtained from the wind tunnel (Con guration 0) in
comparison with published values until the stall point
(Con guration 1) [9].
Conventionally, experimental results are determined under discrete conditions, whilst the VPP requires a continuous de nition of behavior [10]. To take
this step, some form of regression analysis must be
performed to derive the coecients in an equation that
describes land yacht behavior. This is done by curve
tting the wind tunnel drag versus lift data with the
parabolic drag equation:

Table 2. Wind tunnel load cell calibration results.
Test Real Weight Measured Weight Error
No.
(gr)
by Load Cell (kg)
1

98

0.1

2%

2

496

0.49

1.2%

3

987

0.99

0.3%

4

1984

1.99

0.3%

5

4984

5

0.3%

Figure 2. CL and CD versus wing angle of attack for a
NACA 0012 wing at Re = 3  105 .
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(15)

From the curve tting shown in Figure 3, CD0 and Ki
are 0.014 and 0.139, respectively. The Oswald factor,
calculated by Equation 16, is 0.954.
e=

1
:
Ki  AR

(16)

With this accomplished, the VPP outputs the velocity curves, representing the land yacht velocity and
course, relative to the true wind direction, respectively.

PARASITIC DRAG OF THE MODEL
The parasitic drag of the model is determined by
measuring the forces acting on the land yacht without
the wing. Measurements are conducted for the upwind
and downwind test con guration to ensure that the
e ect of twist pro les is correctly accounted for. Six
di erent sets of tests are done. These tests consist of
changing the body angle, with respect to air ow, in
a horizontal plane. These angles are 0 , 30 , 45 , 90 ,
135 and 150 . All of the tests are done at a tunnel
speed of 9 m/s. The total horizontal parasitic drag
(RD ) measured in the wind tunnel is approximately
similar to that predicted by the VPP. This comparison
is shown in Figure 4. In order to calculate the total
frontal fuselage projected area of the body (AP B ) and
the e ective rear axle wing area (AP A ), which are used
in the VPP code, the body and the rear axle of the
land yacht are exactly modeled by Mechanical Desktop
software (MDT). This software calculates the e ective
area of the body and the rear axle at any apparent wind
angle.

Figure 4. Parasitic drag of model in horizontal plane and
predicted by the VPP at tunnel speed of 9 m/s.

ERROR ANALYSIS
The accuracy of the pressure transducer used introduces an error in the measurements. This accuracy,
as reported by the manufacturer, is 0.25% FS (0.0005
in of water). The error calculation in the pressure
coecients is based on RSS (Root Sum of Squares)
type uncertainty [11].
A sample calculation and a sample table for errors
in the pressure coecient for Re = 30218, where
dynamic pressure (q) values were lowest and = 15 ,
are shown here.
For speci c pressure coecient, Cp , and dynamic
pressure q, we have:
Cp =

P P PS
=
;
q
q

(17)

where:
P =Pressure being measured (upper or lower surface
pressure),
PS =Static pressure,
q =Dynamic pressure,
s

CP =

Figure 3. CD versus CL2 for a NACA 0012 wing.



2 
@CP
P
 (P ) + @C
@ (P )
@q

2

  (q )

:
(18)

Here, (P ) =  (q) = 0:0005, which is the accuracy
of the pressure transducer. Table 3 shows a sample
set of errors calculated in the pressure coecients. So,
for a particular pressure measurement, we can obtain
the error in the pressure coecient. The error in the
pressure coecient calculation introduces error in the
local lift coecient calculation. This was also based on
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Table 3. Error in pressure coecients for Re = 30218 and = 15 .
Error Calculation in Pressure Coecients.
Upper Surface
Lower Surface
Port No. CP:U Error in CP:U Port No. CP:L Error in CP:L
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

-0.08
-0.75
-0.75
-0.75
-0.75
-0.75
-0.50
-0.17
-0.17
-0.08
-0.08
0.00

0.042
0.052
0.052
0.052
0.052
0.052
0.047
0.042
0.042
0.042
0.042
0.042

RSS type uncertainty. The error in CL is then given
as:
CL =

X

(CP:U

CP:L ):

(19)

The maximum error was found for the data at Re =
30218, where dynamic pressure (q) values were lowest,
resulting in a higher error in the pressures measured.
This maximum error in the pressure coecients was
found to be of the order of  3:5%. Error in
the total lift coecient obtained from the pressure
measurements was about  1:2%. Errors in other
readings were found to be lower than these. The error
in the angle of attack measurement for the pressure
measurement setup is  0:05 . The error in the angle
of attack measurements for lift measurements using a
force balance is  0:01 .

COMPARISON OF AERODYNAMIC
FORCES
In the wind tunnel, it is possible to try a number
of di erent land yacht situations with respect to air
ow to nd the `optimal' setting for each sailing
condition. The wing is adjusted in the wind tunnel to
maximize the drive force coecient (CThrust ) in order
to approximate the optimal lift and drag coecients
for each test condition. The drive force and sideways
force coecients for the land yacht are measured for
ve di erent cases. In each of these cases, the angle
of the body, with respect to the oncoming wind, and
the wing angle of attack are varied independently from
each other and the lift and drag forces of the wing
are measured. In fact, drive force coecient (CThrust )

1
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

-0.08
0.58
0.25
0.17
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.00

0.042
0.048
0.043
0.042
0.042
0.042
0.042
0.042
0.042
0.042
0.042
0.042

and sideways force coecient (CSideways ) are calculated
from the lift and drag coecients of the wing by:
(

CSideways = CL cos( ) + CD sin( )
CThrust = CL sin( ) CD cos( )

(20)

The angles of the body, with respect to the wind, are:
30 , 45 , 90 , 135 and 150 . At each of these angles,
the wing angle of attack changes from 0 to 90 . The
wing forces that are measured include the interaction
e ect between the body and the wing.
As shown in Figure 5, land yachts can sail on
di erent courses. In a closed hauled course, the land
yacht goes windward under an angle [12]. Therefore,
this course occurs when the angle of the body, with
respect to the wind, is smaller than 90 . The drive
and sideways force coecients versus the wing angle of
attack, for body angles of 30 and 45 , are depicted in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively. It will be evident from
these gures that on this particular course, a land yacht
produces only a little drive force when compared to the
total sideways pointed force. When the drag vector
thrust component cancels out the thrust component
of the lift vector, the land yacht is experiencing zero
thrust. The wing of the land yacht also experiences
something else; it experiences a decrease in magnitude
of the lift vector, even all the way up to 0, when the
angle of attack of the air ow is decreasing into smaller
and smaller angles or even zero. The drag vector often
levels o at some magnitude. This phenomenon could
limit the top speed of a land yacht.
When the angle of the body with respect to
wind is 90 the land yacht is sailing on a beam reach
course [12]. In this course, when the land yacht begins
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Figure 7. Aerodynamic coecients obtained by testing
the land yacht model in the wind tunnel and the VPP
code at the body angle of 45 with respect to the wind:
(a) Drive force coecient; (b) Sideways force coecient.

Figure 5. Lift and drag diagram of the vertical wing at
various true wind angles.

Figure 8. Aerodynamic coecients obtained by testing
the land yacht model in the wind tunnel and the VPP
code at the body angle of 90 with respect to the wind:
(a) Drive force coecient; (b) Sideways force coecient.

Figure 6. Aerodynamic coecients obtained by testing
the land yacht model in the wind tunnel and the VPP
code at the body angle of 30 with respect to the wind:
(a) Drive force coecient; (b) Sideways force coecient.

to move, the drive force will be equal to the lift force
of the wing. Figure 8 shows the drive and sideways
force coecients versus wing angle of attack for this
particular course. In a small wing angle of attack, the
drive force is greater than the total sideways force. This
is converse when the angle of attack increases. In a
beam reach course, the wing will behave very much as
it would on a closed hauled course. With the absence of
the drop o of thrust, which is encountered on a close
hauled course, the drop o still occurs, but only at very
high wing angles of attack. This course is known for its
higher thrust vector magnitudes at given speeds. The
beam reach is just a course which strikes an optimum
between several positive and negative e ects competing
with each other.
Finally, when the angle of the body, with respect
to wind, is greater than 90 , the land yacht goes
downwind [12]. This is known as a broad reach course.
Figures 9 and 10 show the drive and sideways force

Figure 9. Aerodynamic coecients obtained by testing

the land yacht model in the wind tunnel and the VPP
code at the body angle of 135 with respect to the wind:
(a) Drive force coecient; (b) Sideways force coecient.

coecient versus wing angle of attack for the body
angles of 135 and 150 , respectively. It is evident from
these gures that on this particular course, a land yacht
produces only a little sideways force when compared to
the drive force. All courses that have a greater angle
than 90 with respect to wind, have a thrust dip. A
thrust dip is the name for the phenomenon wherein
from zero speed, the thrust decreases until a certain
land yacht velocity and only then starts to rise.
In our study, the tests are carried out at a tunnel
speed of 9 m/s. This speed is greater than the speed
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tunnel lift data versus the wing angle of attack after
the stall point (12 ) and approximately estimates the
lift coecient behavior after this point. But, this
estimation is not very exact. Therefore, after the
stalling point, the discrepancy between the VPP data
set and the wind tunnel measurements is greater than
either before the stalling point.

Figure 10. Aerodynamic coecients obtained by testing

the land yacht model in the wind tunnel and theVPP code
at the body angle of 150 with respect to the wind: (a)
Drive force coecient; (b) Sideways force coecient

at which the thrust dip happens. Therefore, the thrust
dip cannot be seen in Figures 9 and 10. It should be
noted that at this particular course, the drag vector,
as the lift vector, is producing a drive force. Therefore,
when the wing angle of attack increases, the drive
force increases too. It is possible to reach high speeds
on broad reaches, but this all comes down to how
capable you and your land yacht are in overcoming the
thrust dip and maintaining the acquired speed (thus
preventing falling back into the dip).
Now, the discrepancy in aerodynamic force between the VPP data set and the wind tunnel measurements can be explained as follows: (a) In the experiments, some equipment such as shrouds to support the
wing are used, but they are not found in the present
VPP calculation. It could provide an additional drag
in experiments. We know that in a closed hauled and
beam reach course, the drag vector thrust component
cancels out the thrust, and the drag vector sideways
component produces the sideways force. Therefore, in
these courses, the drive force coecient obtained by the
wind tunnel is smaller than either in the VPP, until the
thrust force becomes equal to zero; this subsequently
reverses. Also, the sideways force coecient obtained
by the wind tunnel is greater than either in the VPP. In
a broad reach course or in downwind sailing, the drag
vector sideways component cancels out the sideways
force and the drag vector thrust component produces
the drive force. Therefore, in these courses, the drive
force coecient obtained by the wind tunnel is greater
than either in the VPP. Also, the sideways force
coecient obtained by the wind tunnel is greater than
either in the VPP, until the sideways force becomes
equal to zero; this subsequently reverses; (b) After the
stall point, the VPP calculates the lift coecient by:
CL = (3:08  10 7 ) 4

+ (5:49  10 3 )

2

(6:92  10 5 )
0:19 + 2:9;

OPTIMAL POINT FOR THE BEGINNING
OF THE MOVEMENT
In general, a land yacht tends to move in the resultant
aerodynamic force (FA ) direction, but the friction force
of the wheels causes resistance and tends to move the
land yacht in a travel direction. Thus, it is better that
the angle between FA and VL be small because the
aerodynamic force will be more aligned with the travel
direction. Now, when the angle between FA and VL is
tending to zero, it means " = 0 (FA is equal to thrust).
Figure 11 shows the di erent cases for the beginning of
the movement.
From Figure 11b, the thrust force can be written
as:
FT = FL cos  + FD sin  = FA cos ":
(22)
When  = 0, as shown in Figure 11a, the thrust force
will be equal to the lift force of the wing. In order
to nd the maximum value of the thrust force, the
derivative of FT with respect to  must be calculated.
T
If @F
@ = 0, it will be shown that:
 = arctan





FD
:
FL

(23)

For this value of , the thrust force will be maximized.
Figure 12 shows the schematic variation of FT , with
respect 2to cos
. From this gure, it is evident that
FL FD2
when FL2 +FD2 < cos  < 1, then the thrust force that
is shown in Figure 11a, will be smaller than either in
Figure 11b.
In our studies, the wind tunnel data set can help
to nd the optimal angle of the body, with respect to

3

(21)

where is the wing angle of attack (deg).
Equation 21 is derived by curve tting the wind

Figure 11. Various starting points of the land yacht

movement: (a) Apparent wind angle = 90; (b) Apparent
wind angle > 90.
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Figure 12. Schematic variation of drive force with
respect to cos .

wind, at the beginning of the movement. Figure 13
shows the drive force coecients obtained by the wind
tunnel at di erent angles of the body, with respect to
wind. From this gure, it is evident that the maximum
drive force occurs when the angle of the body, with
respect to wind, is equal to 90 and the wing angle of
attack is about 12 . This result also can be obtained
from the VPP.

LAND YACHT ROAD TEST
To examine the accuracy of the VPP [13], the real
speed of the land yacht is measured by using a cycle
computer and is compared with the VPP data. This
device measures the model speed accurately. This
speedometer has a sensor and a magnet. The magnet is
mounted on the rear wheel and the sensor is mounted

Figure 13. Drive force coecient versus wing angle of
attack at di erent body angles.
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on the rear axle at a certain distance from the magnet.
The center of the magnet must be aligned to either of
the sensor's marking lines. When the land yacht moves,
the magnet observes the sensor and each time sends an
electrical pulse to the small board that exists in the
cycle computer; this board determines the rotational
speed of the wheel. By multiplying this speed to the
radius upon which that magnet is mounted, the linear
speed of that point and nally the speed of the land
yacht are achieved. This cycle computer shows the
current speed, trip distance, maximum speed, average
speed and elapsed time. Figure 14 shows the maximum
speed of the land yacht at di erent true wind speeds
for both real and VPP data. The computed results
show reasonably good agreement in comparison with
the real speed obtained from the land yacht road
test.

CONCLUSION
The wind tunnel is a helpful tool for determining
a land yacht's expected performance. Towards the
ultimate goal, which is to make land yachts faster,
wind tunnel results (in combination with analytical
tools, such as a VPP) can be utilized to achieve
results faster and more safely than the trial and error
methods used today. The computed results show
reasonably good agreement in comparison with the
experimental data obtained from the wind tunnel test.
It is quite certain that VPP can be a very powerful and useful tool for the aerodynamic performance
prediction of land yachts at the basic design stage
if the wing lift and drag coecients are determined
accurately.

Figure 14. Maximum speed of the land yacht at various

true wind speeds obtained by testing the land yacht model
and the VPP.
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